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Others have been candid and informed me that lives have
changed since they first put in their petitions and as those demands have taken form and precedence, their exploration of
masonry has been pushed to a back burner. Others have realized the words come naturally and are confident in their work.
Finally, some have realized that their efforts have not seen
them to rapid fruition and pursuing the course may take them
on a different path toward completion at the one day class
down in Rochester this coming June.
Each of these responses mirrors our own struggles,
successes, and difficulties in daily life. Some days are certainly easier than others, some surprise us with their ease and
good fortune, and still others offer multiple demands that pull
us to and fro. The prove-up process is at once a test of competency, willingness, diligence, and honestly. Their voluntary petition and our election of them to receive degrees is the
first step towards becoming Masons for our candidates, but
these are the first true steps on that long, and at times difficult,
path. Self improvement is never easy. Self awareness is even
harder.
Our spring ritual class will not be the same as when
it started by the time we get to the Master Mason degree on
June 6th. Some of our brothers will change direction and be
unable to complete this spring and we will pick up still others
in courtesy work. The important things to remember are that
everyone one of them are still our brothers and masons, that
masonry is a fitting mirror for internal and external growth,
and that we all struggle in our own lives to prove up.

Proving Up
Brothers, we are deep in the midst of the spring ritual
season down at the lodge. For those of you that are participating in the casts or are showing your support from the sidelines
- thank you to each of you for your efforts on behalf of the
lodge and our new brothers. Back in March SW Terry Mallberg introduced eight men to the craft and he and his ritual
cast did a fine job. That first night has always been a memorable one for me. I still vividly remember WB Austin Harris
talking long into the night imparting his wisdom on my class
as to what we had just witnessed. I have no doubt that their
EA degree night was just as important to our newly admitted
brothers.
However, after the awe and mystery of that night begins to fade, we are next faced with the daunting task of proving up. This struggle sharpens our minds in the months between degrees, forcing us to move out of our comfort zones to
confront at times esoteric and certainly archaic words, phrases, and concepts. Proving up is a powerful part of our own
growth as masons, whether we like it or not, or even realize it
at the time. I still am struck by how often over the past eight
years as I have worked with degree classes on their memory
work (or my own for that matter) when an individual phrase
hits a perfect resonating chord with something happening in
my life at a particular moment in time.
During this particular season and class, as Master of
the Lodge I have taken it upon myself to attempt to work more
closely with the class. I asked WB Ron Larson to assist me
in this task and he and I have offered Monday and Wednesday classes in April to work with those brothers who were
able. As the month moved forward I reached out via email
and phone to our Entered Apprentices, asking them how they
were doing. The range of responses I received were indicative of the lives we lead today. Some have been diligently
plugging away, attending classes, and worrying - trying to
engage to the best of their abilities with both successes and
struggles.

Jeremy Nienow
Worshipful Master

May 14th
Dinner - 6:00 PM
Meeting - 7:00 PM
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The more I listened, however, the more I began to see
what we were missing by not needing to participate in these
activities. The fellowship shared by people working together
to keep their fraternity above water is difficult to achieve by
fun and philanthropy. Moreover, the fundraising event necessitated for annual solvency also serves to make them visible
participants in their communities. This, in turn, paints them
in a favorable light to the populace seeking to join organizations to strengthen the community.
I, in no way, feel apologetic for fiscal state of our
lodge. I believe we are doing an honorable job as stewards of
the assets afforded us by those who have gone this way before
us to better the community at large. Forgoing the fraternal
bonds forged only by overcoming hardships together may be
the cost of our endowment.

The Double-Edged Sword
that is Our
Endowment
Shortly after we finished initiating eight candidates
to become Brothers during the first degree, the Worshipful
Master and I embarked upon a journey to the 162th Annual
Communication of the Grand Lodge of Minnesota. I will remember this Grand Lodge for many of the reasons one might
expect—witnessing the grand precession of visiting dignitaries from areas far and wide, listening to and reading the
reports of the wonderful accomplishments by Masons and
members of appendant bodies, and observing just how difficult it is to open a lodge of many hundreds Masons in a
ballroom of convention center. On the other hand, the most
thought provoking, and thus memorable, moments were not
what I expected nor were they thought provoking because of
their intended purpose.
On the afternoon of the first full day of Grand Lodge,
there were three time slots set aside for various breakout sessions. During one of the slots, most of the sessions were targeted at your current position in the line. Naturally, I attended
the Senior Warden’s session expecting to hear a presentation
enumerating the Senior Warden’s duties and attempting to
prepare us for the next step if tradition should prevail in our
respective lodges. While there was a very little bit of this to
get start, the conversation was quickly steered by the attendees to what was most on their minds: how to keep their lodge
afloat for their year as Master.
The focus of the conversation tended toward fund
raising. Representatives from all around the state shared the
creative ways their lodges have filled their coffers ranging
from the standard pancake breakfast and other food related
events to plant sales to golf tournaments. That is when it hit
me how good we, as members of AL5, have it. Instead of
needed to host a tournament, sell advertising per hole, and
solicit our membership to perform the duties associated with
it to keep our lodge out of the red, we have a few individuals
who work hard to put on a tournament for fun and fellowship
of its members. I could not help but think how lucky we are.
Even though we ask our membership to help with building
improvements and occasionally pass the hat, rarely are there
dire consequences if we need to put these types of requests off
for a few months.

Your Senior Warden,
Terry Mallberg

Freemasonry Online
The internet is a great resource for practically
everything, including Freemasonry. Not only
can you find material you would have previously needed to
leave the house and spend hours researching to find, you can
participate in discussions with Freemasons all over the world.
If you haven’t spent much time reading Masonic material on
the internet, here are my top three most visited Masonic websites.
www.reddit.com/r/freemasonry - Reddit has something for
everyone, including Freemasons. Discussions about our history, different traditions between geographical areas, pictures
of user’s lodges and Masonic artifacts, and current news about
our Fraternity can be found here. It’s also a great place to talk
to non-Masons about Masonry, and I’ve seen people decide to
join after reading what we have to say.
www.freemasonsfordummies.blogspot.com - This is Brother
Chris Hodap’s blog. He was the author of Freemasons for
Dummies and has travelled the country speaking on all things
Masonic. Here you will find Masonic news, links to great
articles, as well at Chris’ own thoughts and ideas.

...continued on page 3...
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Freemasonry Online... cont. from page 2

The loft ideas of Brotherly Love, Charity, and Truth,
religious tolerance, fidelity, uprightness, “avdi, vide, tace”
(Hear, See, Be Silent, the motto of the Grand Lodge of England on its coat of arms) were shared by the philosophers and
scientists of the times, the ideas of the Freemasons, were the
driving force of the Age of Enlightenment. Did the ideals of
the society form the Craft or did the Craft help form the transformation of the world? We cannot conclusively know the answers to these two questions, but I would propose that both
can be answered in the affirmative.
Three men were hailed as the Prophets of the Age of
Enlightenment: Sir Francis Bacon, John Locke, and Sir Isaac
Newton.

www.masoniceducation.com - This website has many, many
articles. It also has a link to a Masonic encyclopedia and also
an online store. I have spent hours and hours browsing this
very informative website.
These are my favorite masonic websites, and obviously there
are many more. The internet can be a great tool to enrich your
Masonic journey and if you haven’t already, I hope you give
it a try!
Johnnie Timm
Junior Warden

Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626)
Sir Francis Bacon fired what may have been the first
shot that led to the dawning of the Age of Enlightenment with
the publication of “Novum Organon” (New Instrument) and
“New Atlantis”, as both exerted significant influence on European intellectual society.
In Novom Organon Bacon argued against the mixing of religion and natural philosophy (science) to the detriment of both and suggested that induction and reason should
prevail. Induction, from particulars to generalization, tested
by experiment, was argued to reveal true knowledge to the
world.
In “New Atlantis” Bacon presented an Utopian society call Bensalem where the best and brightest citizens went
to a college called the “House of Solomon” where scientific
research and discovery were conducted. The division of labor
was all conducted in groups of three.
Was Bacon a Mason? Probably not, though we cannot
say for sure. Bacon lived before the formation of the Grand
Lodge of England in 1717, so if Bacon was a member there
would not have been formal records. The Masons were truly
a “secret society” before the formation of the Grand Lodge.
It appears that Bacon had more than a passing knowledge
of Masonry as his book “De Digniate Et Augmentis Scientiarum” (1624) shows a set of compasses and square on the
cover at the bottom. His use of the name “House of Solomon”
for the college suggests a reference to Masonic philosophy.

The Enlightenment
The Enlightenment of the 18th century culminated the
movement toward modernity that started in the Renaissance
era. The thinkers of the Enlightenment, called philosophes,
attacked medieval otherworldliness, dethroned theology from
its once proud position as queen of the sciences, and based
their understanding of nature and society on reason alone, unaided by revelation or priestly authority.
In many ways the Enlightenment grew directly out of
the Scientific Revolution. The philosophes praised Newton’s
discovery of mechanical laws that governed the universe and
the scientific method that made discovery possible. Reason
gained triumph over revelation as confidence in self-sufficiency of the human mind and belief that individuals possess
natural rights that governments should not violate gained acceptance. These ideas drove the desire to reform society in
accordance with rational principles.
The Royal Society, the premier and oldest learned
society for the study of science, was founded in 1660 with
the motto “Nullius in Verba” or “On the Words of No One”.
The Society has a well documented informal relationship with
Freemasonry as many of the Fellows were already Masons
or became Masons shortly before becoming members of the
Royal Society. The Society was established upon a Charter from the King. What was quite unusual was the Society
brought together persons of different political beliefs to work
and share information of scientific interest. There were actually former Roundheads (followers of Cromwell) working
alongside Royalists within the Society. Ten Grand Masters of
the Moderns were also members of the Royal Society.

John Locke (1632-1704)
John Locke’s writings helped shape the change in political thought and was a driving force behind political liberty
and religious toleration.

...continued on page 4...
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The Enlightenment... cont. from page 3

I said in my presentation in Lodge that Newton was
able to reduce nature to “simple mathematics”. Brother SW
Terry Malberg pointed out that it was a bit more than simple
math, Newton had to formulate new equations in a the fledgling field of mathematics called Calculus.
Newton was a Mason, and his personal secretary was
J. T. Desaguliers who in 1719 became the Grand Master of the
Moderns.

Locke wrote “Letter Concerning Toleration” (1689), “Two
Treatises on Government”(1690), and “Essay Concerning
Human Understanding” (1689). In the latter Locke postulates
the mind as a “tabula rasa”, a blank slate, on which nature imprints its information and ideas. As the mind reflects on these
experiences new and complex ideas develop.
In “Two Treatises on Government” Locke suggests
that all men have natural right to life, liberty, and property.
Power is just the right to make laws regulating preserving life
and property. Liberty is not the right to do anything, but is the
freedom from another’s arbitrary power. Legitimate power is
exercised only for the common good, and requires the continuing consent of those governed.
The general theory up until that time was that uniformity of religion was a key to a well functioning society.
In “Letter Concerning Toleration” Locke saw religious uniformity as the cause of civil unrest, where the unrest was
often caused by government attempting to prevent different
religions from being practiced. Locke perceived the functions
of the church and state as external and internal, and as they
served two different purposes, they were to be two separate
institutions and should not interfere in each other’s business.
Was Locke a Mason? Probably yes. The Grand Lodge
of Pennsylvania printed in the 1781 Ahiman Rezon a letter by
John Locke where he writes of Masons “However all their arts
and secrets, that which I most desire to know is: ‘The skylle of
becommynge and parfyghte,’[quoting an ancient manuscript]
and I wish it were communicated to all mankind, since there
is nothing more true than the beautiful sentence, That the better men are, the more they love one another; Virtue having
in itself something so amiable as to claim the hearts of all
the behold it.” There is an entry by Dr. Oliver in the Freemasons’ Quarterly Review, 1840, p. 10, “...this great philosopher
[Locke] was residing at Oates, the country-seat of Sir Francis
Masham, at the time when the paper [Leland Manuscript] is
dated; and shortly afterwards he went up to town where he
was initiated into Masonry. There facts are fully proved by
Locke’s letters to Mr. Molyneux, dated March 30 and July 2,
1696.”

A few other notable Masons of note of this era:

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
Voltaire (1694-1778)
Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834)
George Washington (1732-1799)
Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790)
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
Paul Revere (1734-1818)
Was Freemasonry simply a product of its time or was
it a vehicle that propelled change on a global scale? Men of
note, men of power, gathered together and shared the core
philosophy of our Craft. Some of these men also acted upon
these ideals and shaped our modern world. The changes that
they made most of us would say changed the world into a better place.
May we take the ideals were learn in the Craft and
seek to improve ourselves and the world around us. The power of great thought and action can change the world.
Ron Bradley
Lodge Education Officer

Upcoming Schedule

Tuesday May 5th - Masonic Lecture School of Instruction
		
Mizpah Lodge #191
6:30PM - Dinner
Thursday May 14th - Stated Meeting
6:00PM - Dinner
7:00PM - Lodge

Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727)

Monday May 18th - Visitation to St. John’s #1
		
Stillwater, MN
7:30PM - Lodge

Newton’s “Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica” demonstrates the world operates along well defined
laws, proved by scientific method. He was able to show nature acted in a specific and predictable way that could be demonstrated mathematically.

Thursday May 21st - First Half of MM Degree Rehearsal
6:30PM - Dinner
Thursday May 28th - Second Half of MM Degree
		
Rehearsal
6:30PM - Dinner
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Spring Class 2015

March Stated Meeting
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